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The consequence…

Negative impact is being created at 

a faster rate than positive impact



Impact if we were accountable

People experiencing impact have power and 

organisations have to involve, listen and respond

As much net positive impact as possible

As quickly as possible

Recognising and being transparent about trade offs 



In practise



Which project would you support?

Impact question Project A Project B

What outcomes? 30 people employed 10 people employed

How long do changes 
last? 

70% of employees still working 

in job after 1 year

20% of employees still working 

in job after 1 year

What is relative 
importance of changes?

8 on a 1 to 10 scale (10 is most 

important)

3 on a 1 to 10 scale (10 is most 

important)

How much changed is 
down to us?

90% would have secured 

employment without us

10% would have secured 

employment without us

How much changed? Zero hours contract (no 

secured hours each week) 

previously unemployed

35 hours per week 

previously unemployed

What are the well defined 
outcomes?

€40/hr for a job paying above 

living wage

€15/hr for a job paying above 

living wage

Quantified 30 * 8 * 0.7 * 0.1 = 

16.8

10 * 3 * 0.2 * 0.9 =

5.4



Get some data, do something with it



Set a social budget  - with minimum 

thresholds

Social Value Budget

Driving Change Programme

TOTAL SOCIAL VALUE CREATED 2015/16

BUDGET

Qtrs 1 & 2 Qtrs 3 & 4 Total 2015/16

Driving Change £92,000 £112,500 £204,500

Stakeholder Summary

BUDGET

Qtrs 1 & 2 Qtrs 3 & 4 Total 2015/16

Trainee £59,500 £74,000 £133,500

Societal Value £32,000 £38,500 £70,500

Total £91,500 £112,500 £204,000



Measure and report on what organisations 

have changed 

In response to data from those experiencing impact

How many ideas

How many implemented



SDG impact  



Kering

524 million



Kering



Developing an impact ecosystem

An ecosystem where people who experience impact 

can hold organisations to account

Which measures impact performance and rewards 

organisations that out perform others

Where impact demonstrably informs decisions to 

allocate resources

Where standards relate to these goals
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